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ABSTRACT

A self tapping bolt which fastens a mounting member and a receiving member while the bolt cuts internal threads on an inner surface of a tap drill hole prepared in the receiving member. The bolt includes at least one groove formed near an end of a threaded portion of the bolt and a blade for cutting the internal threads. The bolt includes the feature of the blade being formed only on a rear end surface of the groove relative to a rotational direction of the bolt which is screwed into the tap drill hole.
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PRIOR ART
1

SELF TAPPING BOLT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a self tapping bolt.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A self tapping bolt, by which a mounting member is fastened to a receiving member while internal threads are being cut in a tapping hole provided in the receiving member so that an independent step of cutting of internal threads can be obviated, is often used for fastening of automobile parts in order to save costs.

Fig. 6 is a sectional view showing fastening of a mounting member and a receiving member with a self tapping bolt. A self tapping bolt 200 reaches a mouth of a tap drill hole 202a provided in a receiving member 202 via a through hole 201a provided in a mounting member 201. If rotational torque is then applied to a head portion 200a, a cutting portion 200d cuts an inner circumferential surface of the tap drill hole 202a to form internal threads therein and a self tapping bolt 200 is screwed into the tap drill hole 202a simultaneously. When a bearing surface of the self tapping bolt 200 comes into contact with the mounting member 201, joint force begins to act thereon, and then the mounting and receiving members 201, 202 are fastened by the self tapping bolt 200.

Self tapping bolts are generally categorized into two types in terms of method for forming of threads, a cutting type and a rolling type. The former employs cutting and the latter rolling for forming internal threads, respectively.

A self tapping bolt of rolling type, which employs a thread rolling die to exert plastic deformation on the surface of a tap drill hole in order to form internal threads, leaves residual stress therein. This residual stress may cause a problem when a mounting member of low creep strength (e.g. magnesium alloy) is fastened by the self tapping bolt. Creep caused by the residual stress stored during forming of the internal threads and compressive force acting on the mounting member will gradually degrade the joint force of bolt.

Since the material like this for the mounting member generally has a higher coefficient of thermal expansion than that of the bolt, reduction in joint force due to creep poses a problem for elements of engine which are exposed cyclically to high and room temperature conditions. The phenomenon will develop in the following steps. Under high temperature conditions the mounting member experiences thermal expansion which is restricted by the bearing surface of bolt. The bearing surface thus exerts compressive force on the mounting member, thereby developing creep therein. When the temperature of bolt and mounting member then returns to room temperature, the joint force applied to the mounting member by the bearing surface will get smaller than that before exposure to the high temperature environment as the mounting member experiences contraction leaving the creep.

On the other hand, as internal threads are formed by cutting in a tap drill hole provided in a receiving member, a self tapping bolt of cutting type leaves less residual stress in the formed threads. The creep generated in the internal threads can in this way be reduced under the high temperature conditions, and thereby a reduction in joint force (bolt loosening), which occurs when the temperature returns to room temperature, can be restrained better compared with a self tapping bolt of rolling type.

A self tapping bolt according to the prior art has posed a problem that internal threads are unavoidably cut again when a fastened bolt needs to be unscrewed. A typical self tapping bolt of cutting type according to the prior art is shown in Fig. 7.

A self tapping bolt 100 shown in Figs. 7A and 7B has a cutout 101, the cross section of which occupies a quarter of a circular cross section of threaded portion. When the self tapping bolt 100 is screwed into a tap drill hole in a rotational direction shown by the arrows in the figures, an end surface 101e of cutout 101 cuts a surface of tap drill hole provided in a receiving member, forming internal threads. If the occasion arises that the self tapping bolt 100 needs to be unscrewed, the other end surface 101b unnecessarily cuts the internal threads having already been formed.

A self tapping bolt 110 shown in Figs. 7C and 7D has three cutouts 111, which are spaced at circumferentially equal intervals. When the self tapping bolt 110 is unscrewed, an end surface 111b of each of cutouts 111 also cuts internal threads having already been formed, like the self tapping bolt 100.

In this way, self tapping bolts such as 100 and 110 have a problem that they cannot withstand repeated handling, since the internal threads get thinner each time unscrewing of bolt is conducted, resulting in degradation of dimensional accuracy of threads and a gradual reduction in joint force.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The object of the present invention to assless the problems described above is to provide a self tapping bolt of cutting type which can withstand repeated handling of screwing and unscrewing.

The present invention provides a self tapping bolt which fastens a mounting member and a receiving member while the bolt cuts internal threads on an inner surface of a tap drill hole prepared in the receiving member. The bolt includes at least one groove formed near an end of a threaded portion of the bolt and a blade for cutting the internal threads. The bolt has a feature that the blade is formed only on a rear end surface of the groove relative to a rotational direction of the bolt which is screwed into the tap drill hole.

When the bolt is unscrewed, the internal threads will not thus be cut again since the blade is provided only on the rear end surface of groove, which limits forming of the internal threads in the tap drill hole only to an occasion when the bolt is screwed.

The present invention also provides a self tapping bolt, in which \( \theta_s \) defining a first angle between a front end surface of the groove and a first tangent at a first intersection of the front end surface and a circumferential surface of the threaded portion is greater than 90 degrees and less than 180 degrees (90 degrees < \( \theta_s < 180 \) degrees,) and \( \theta_g \) defining a second angle between the rear end surface of groove and a second tangent at a second intersection of the rear end surface and the circumferential surface of the threaded portion is equal to or greater than 60 degrees and less than or equal to 90 degrees (60 degrees \( \leq \theta_g \leq 90 \) degrees.).

In this way, the blade is formed on the rear end surface, which makes the angle of \( \theta_s \) with the second tangent (60 degrees \( \leq \theta_s \leq 90 \) degrees,) and thereby it is possible for the blade to cut the internal threads on the inner circumferential surface of tap drill hole when this self tapping bolt (hereinafter shortly referred to as a bolt) is screwed into the tap drill hole.

On the other hand, no blade is formed on the front end surface, which makes the angle of \( \theta_s \) with the first tangent
The present invention still provides a self tapping bolt, in which a diameter D of a circle defined by the deepest point of the groove relative to an axis of the bolt is equal to or greater than a minor diameter of threads of the threaded portion multiplied by 0.9 and less than or equal to a diameter of the tap drill hole (a minor diameter of threads of the threaded portion ≥ 0.9D ≤ a diameter of the tap drill hole).

In this way, since the diameter D is maintained equal to or greater than the minor diameter of threads of the threaded portion×0.9, the required shear strength of bolt can be achieved while keeping a mating area with the internal threads. Further, the diameter D is maintained less than or equal to the diameter of tap drill hole, the internal threads can be formed with assurance in the tap drill hole provided in the receiving member.

The self tapping bolt according to the present invention restricts forming of the internal threads only to an occasion when the bolt is screwed, thereby enabling a long term stability of dimensional accuracy for the threads and protection against degradation of joint strength even if handling of screwing and unscrewing is repeated.

The present invention yet further provides a self tapping bolt, in which the front end surface is formed to be convexly curved in a radially outward direction of the bolt. In this way the front end surface is in contact with the outer circumferential surface of bolt smoothly and the angle θp can get infinitely close to 180 degrees, so that it is possible to lessen a risk of damaging the internal threads when the bolt is unscrewed.

The present invention further provides a self tapping bolt, in which the bolt has a radially reduced body between a head and a threaded portion of the bolt. A diameter of the body is smaller than a minor diameter of male threads.

A smaller spring constant can be selected for the reduced body by reducing the diameter thereof. When the mounting member experiences thermal expansion under a high temperature condition, the radially reduced body, which has flexibility to expand in an axial direction with the smaller spring constant, can in this way absorb the expansion. The creep in the mounting member is thus reduced because of a reduction in the stress applied to the mounting member by the bearing surface of bolt. Therefore, a reduction in joint force (loosening of the bolt) caused by the creep in the mounting member can be restrained when the temperature returns to room temperature.

The present invention still further provides a self tapping bolt, in which the radially reduced body is configured so that its diameter gradually increases towards the head of bolt and fits in with that of a through hole provided in the mounting member.

According to the feature described above, a measure is prepared for a possible problem associated with a wider gap between the through hole of mounting member and the radially reduced body. Since a self tapping bolt needs to be screwed with large rotational torque so that it can be fastened in parallel with cutting of internal threads in a tap drill hole provided in a receiving member, the problem that the axis of bolt is misaligned could possibly occur.

Even if misalignment occurs while rotational torque is applied to it, the bolt according to the present invention, which has the radially reduced body described above, can align the axis of bolt gradually with that of the tap drill hole and through hole by interaction between the edge of through hole and the extended portion of radially reduced body according as fastening of the bolt progresses.

The present invention yet further provides a self tapping bolt, in which the bolt has a dog point for guiding the bolt into the tap drill hole provided in the receiving member.

The bolt according to the invention, which has the dog point, can prevent a blade from forming internal threads misaligned with the axis of tap drill hole provided in the receiving portion.
hole and has a blade 5c for cutting internal threads. As shown in FIG. 1D, the upright surface 5a makes an angle $\theta_p$ with a tangent SB defined at an intersection between the surface 5a and the outer circumferential surface of bolt 1. It is preferred that the angle $\theta_p$ should be equal to or greater than 60 deg. and less than or equal to 90 deg. If the angle $\theta_p$ exceeds 90 deg., it will not be advantageous because the upright surface 5a stands so oblique relative to the tangent SB that the cutting of internal threads by the upright surface 5a diminishes. On the other hand, if the angle $\theta_p$ is less than 60 deg., it will not be advantageous, either. The reason for it is that the upright surface 5a overhangs so much that the pointed end of upright surface 5a is likely to wear out in cutting of internal threads to be dull gradually.

The sloped surface 5b, which is configured to be oblique to the inner circumferential surface of the tap drill hole, has no blade to cut threads. As shown in FIG. 1D, the sloped surface 5b makes an angle $\theta_p$ with a tangent SF defined at an intersection between the sloped surface 5b and an outer circumferential surface of bolt 1. It is preferred that the angle $\theta_p$ should be greater than 90 deg. and less than 180 deg. When the bolt 1 is unscrewed, the sloped surface 5b without blade will not cut again the internal threads having been cut by the upright surface 5a. If the angle $\theta_p$ is less than or equal to 90 deg., it will not be advantageous as the sloped surface 5b, which comes to stand too upright, is likely to cause damage to the internal threads while the bolt 1 is unscrewed.

It is more preferable if the angle $\theta_p$ is equal to or greater than 120 deg. and less than 180 deg. Further, the more preferable will be, the closer to 180 deg. the angle $\theta_p$ approaches, since the damage given to the internal threads can be restrained more effectively. However, it is practically preferable that the angle $\theta_p$ should be equal to or greater than 135 deg. and less than 150 deg. taking into account convenience in terms of manufacturing in forming of the sloped surface 5b. If an intersection between the sloped surface 5b and an outer circumferential surface of the threaded portion 4 is rounded, it will further reduce the possibility of causing damage to the internal threads (see FIG. 2A).

It is preferable that a diameter $D$ of circle defined by the deepest point of each of three cutouts 5 should be equal to or greater than a thread minor diameter multiplied by 0.9 and less than or equal to a diameter of tap drill hole (thread minor diameter $0.9 \leq D \leq \text{diameter of tap drill hole}$). If the diameter $D$ is less than the thread minor diameter multiplied by 0.9, it will not be preferable as the shear strength of bolt 1 drops due to a reduction in the effective cross section area of bolt 1 caused by excessive depth of cutout 5. If the diameter $D$ is greater than that of the tap drill hole, it will not be preferable either, because the depth of cutout 5 is so small that cutting of the internal threads becomes difficult.

The self tapping bolt 1 of the present invention, which employs the upright surface 5a to cut the internal threads in the tap drill hole only when the bolt 1 is screwed into and the sloped surface 5b that does not cut the internal threads again when the bolt 1 is unscrewed, can maintain dimensional accuracy for the internal threads over a long period of time, thereby preventing a reduction in joint strength even if repeated handling of screwing and unscrewing is applied to the bolt 1.

It is not limited to the embodiment of the present invention, which employs a cutout 5 having a cross section of wedge as groove for cutting. However, other cross sections of different shapes can be alternatively used as long as a front end surface does not have a blade but only a rear end surface has one. In this way internal threads can be cut in a tap drill hole bored in a receiving member when a bolt 1 is screwed into but the formed internal threads can not be cut again when the bolt 1 is unscrewed. For example, grooves 21 shown in FIG. 2A may be selected. Each of the grooves 21 has a front surface convexly curved in a radially outward direction. An angle made by a tangent at a point on the front surface and the other tangent at the intersection of the front surface and the outer circumferential surface of bolt 1 continuously increases as the point moves toward the intersection. A groove 21 of this type makes it feasible for an angle $\theta_p$ to approach infinitely close to 180 deg., thereby reducing a possibility that the front end surface causes damage to the formed internal threads.

Another groove which has a flat bottom shown in FIG. 2B may also be an alternative.

In this case, a desirable range of angle $\theta_p$ made by the front end surface of groove 21 and the tangent SF is same as that of sloped surface 5b described before and the other desirable range of angle $\theta_p$ made by the rear end surface and the tangent SB is same as that of upright surface 5a.

The number of grooves 21 cut in the threaded portion 4 is not limited to three either, but a minimum number of one can provide the same effect of the present invention. However, if the number is too large, it will not be preferable as the joint force decreases due to a reduction in contact area between the threaded portion of bolt and receiving member. The number should be desirably optimized for individual cases taking into account cutting of internal threads and contact area between a threaded portion and a receiving member. It is also preferable that the grooves 21 should be located in axial symmetry so that tapping can be conducted stably.

FIGS. 3A 3B and 3C show a self tapping bolt according to a second embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3A is a side view showing a self tapping bolt of the second embodiment. FIG. 3B is a perspective view and FIG. 3C is a sectional view showing mounting and receiving members fastened with a self tapping bolt of the present embodiment.

Different from the first embodiment, which has the neck portion 3 with the substantially same diameter as the major diameter of threaded portion 4 (see FIG. 1), a self tapping bolt 10 of the present embodiment has a radially reduced body 6, which includes a portion between a head 2 and a threaded portion 4 and has a diameter smaller than the minor diameter of male threads of threaded portion 4. And a body 7, which has the substantially same diameter as that of a through hole 11 of mounting member, is provided right under the head 2.

Since the radially reduced body 6 has a smaller diameter, the spring constant thereof gets smaller than that of bolt 1 of the first embodiment, thereby allowing better flexibility for the radially reduced body 6 in an axial direction of bolt 10.

Even if the mounting member experiences thermal expansion under high temperature conditions, the radially reduced body 6 can absorb the expansion of mounting member to some extent as the radially reduced body 6 with a smaller spring constant expands axially, thereby reducing the stress imposed on the mounting member by the bearing surface and restraining creep therein. In this way, when the temperature of mounting member is returned to room temperature, it is possible to restrain a reduction in joint force caused by the creep of mounting member.

The diameter of radially reduced body 6 may be selected arbitrarily as long as it can extend depending on the expansion of mounting member and restrain the creep therein under high temperature conditions. If a smaller diameter is selected for the radially reduced body 6, the axial strength of bolt 10 can be compensated by employing a material having
higher strength which can restrain plastic deformation thereof when the temperature returns from high to room temperature.

The body 7 is an element for securely guiding the bolt 10 into the through hole 11 bored in a mounting member. In the bolt 10 of the present embodiment, which has a reduced diameter of neck portion, the axis of radially reduced body 6 becomes susceptible to misalignment while the bolt is screwed into. In such an occasion, the body 7 helps guide the bolt 10 into the through hole 11 securely.

FIGS. 4A through 4D show a third embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4A is a side view showing a self tapping bolt according to the present embodiment, FIG. 4B a perspective view, FIG. 4C is a conceptual view showing a self tapping bolt, which is being screwed into a through hole while misalignment is corrected by a tapered portion and FIG. 4D is a conceptual view showing a self tapping bolt, which has been properly mated with a through hole after correction of the misalignment.

A bolt 20 of the third embodiment, which has a radially reduced body 6, is in this respect similar to the bolt 10 of the second embodiment, but is different from it in terms of a tapered portion 8, the diameter of which increases toward the head 2 of bolt 20.

As described in the second embodiment, a problem may occur that a neck portion of bolt 20 with reduced diameter is likely to be misaligned by rotational torque applied to the bolt 20 when it is screwed into.

In order to solve the problem, the third embodiment employs the tapered portion 8 of radially reduced body 6, which comes into contact with the through hole 11 (see FIG. 4C) if the bolt 20 misaligned at the start of insertion is continued to screw into. The axis of neck portion can be corrected gradually while the tapered portion 8 is guided to screw into the through hole 11 and thereby fastening is properly performed as the axis of through hole 11 and that of radially reduced body 6 will be aligned in completion of fastening.

FIG. 4C is a figure illustrating how the radially reduced body 6 is screwed into while the tapered portion 8 is correcting the misalignment of axis of radially reduced body 6. Even if the axis of radially reduced body 6 is somewhat misaligned with the axis of through hole 11, the tapered portion 8 corrects gradually the misalignment by physical interaction with the through hole 11.

FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C show a self tapping bolt of a fourth embodiment.

FIG. 5A is a side view showing a self tapping bolt, FIG. 5B is a perspective view, and FIG. 5C is a conceptual view showing a dog point which is mated with a tap drill hole.

A self tapping bolt 30 of the fourth embodiment is same as the bolt 10 of the second embodiment except for a dog point 9 which is provided at the end of threaded portion 4 of bolt 30.

When mounting and receiving members are fastened, the dog point 9 is mated with a tap drill hole provided in a receiving member. Since the diameter of dog point 9 is substantially same as that of the tap drill hole, the bolt 30 can be inserted thereinto perpendicularly (FIG. 5C). In this way, the misalignment can be prevented when force is applied to the bolt 30 for cutting internal threads in a tap drill hole.

What is claimed is:

1. A self tapping bolt which fastens a mounting member and a receiving member while said bolt cuts internal threads on an inner surface of a tap drill hole prepared in said receiving member, comprising:

   at least one groove formed near an end of a threaded portion of said bolt;

   a blade for cutting said internal threads, wherein said blade is formed only on a rear end surface of said at least one groove relative to a rotational direction of said bolt which is screwed into said tap drill hole;

   a radially reduced body having a diameter which is smaller than a minor diameter of male threads, between a non-threaded head and said threaded portion of said bolt, said non-threaded head having a constant outer diameter;

   a body whose diameter is larger than the radially reduced body and substantially the same as a diameter of a through hole of said mounting member in order to guide said bolt into said through hole;

   wherein the radially reduced body is directly adjacent to both the threaded portion and the larger diameter body, and

   wherein the larger diameter body is adjacent to both the non-threaded head and the radially reduced body.

2. A self tapping bolt according to claim 1, wherein said radially reduced body is configured so that said diameter of said radially reduced body gradually increases towards said head of bolt and fits into said diameter of said through hole provided in said mounting member.

3. A self tapping bolt according to claim 1, wherein said bolt has a dog point for guiding said bolt into said tap drill hole provided in said receiving member.

4. A self tapping bolt according to claim 1, wherein \( \theta_p \) defining a first angle between a front end surface of said at least one groove and a first tangent at a first intersection of said front end surface and a circumferential surface of said threaded portion is greater than 90 degrees and less than 180 degrees, 90 degrees < \( \theta_p \) < 180 degrees, and \( \theta_p \) defining a second angle between said rear end surface of said at least one groove and a second tangent at a second intersection of said rear end surface and said circumferential surface of said threaded portion is equal to or greater than 60 degrees and less than or equal to 90 degrees, 60 degrees \( \leq \theta_p \leq 90 \) degrees.

5. A self tapping bolt according to claim 4, wherein said front end surface is formed to be convexly curved in a radially outward direction of said bolt.